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GPS FREE FLIGHT MADE EASY
Stabilization by stereoscopic camera
Odométry
Active surface tracking
Active trajectory control in pipes

NIMBLE IN CONFINED SPACES
Small diameter (39cm)
Powerful lighting system (12K lumens)
Enhanced vision through steam and dust
Robust radio and video link
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FACILITATING DATA COLLECTION
4K Photo - Video
Real time 1080p video feedback
180° rotating camera
Access to flight logs

IMPROVE FLIGHT SAFETY
Protective cage
Collision tolerant behavior
Active protection by sensors
Easy maintenance
Training included

Starting at 9 950€
Price list is available at page 21
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TAILORING A DRONE FOR
CONFINED SPACE
PROTECTIVE CAGE
Allows contact with the walls without risk to
the machine.

In a confined environment, trying to avoid
any contact is unrealistic. It is therefore
necessary to be able to bounce on the
surfaces and continue the inspection.

SMALLER SIZE
A small diameter drone is more nimble to fly
and fit in tight environments. Moreover, with
a diameter of less than 40cm, the Stereo2 is
able to cross most manholes.

OPTICAL STABILIZATION
Today, optical stabilization is the only way to
overcome the lack of GPS signal in confined
areas.
The Stereo2 is also able to record its
movements in real time for the pilot and to
output them for 3D reconstruction.
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ILLUMINATION
Lack of light is a recuring problem in
confined environments. Yet, it is essential
for the cameras to be able to record the
area.
A Wide, uniform and powerful lighting is
madatory to operate effectively.

DUST RESISTANCE
Present absolutely everywhere, it clogs up
ventilation and causes the equipment to
heat up.
The Stereo2 has a passive ventilation
system with wide openings that allows quick
cleaning only with dry air.
Once airborne, indirect lighting methods
such as the Stereo2's dust mode are
essential to ensure good visibility.

HD VIDEO FEEDBACK
The better the definition of the drone's video
feedback, the better the pilot's ability to
understand the hostile environments he is
flying in.
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FLY IN THE MOST DIFFICULT CONDITIONS
TO KEEP MEN AWAY FROM DANGER
Stereo 2
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ASSISTANCE MODES
DISTANCE
Activates a protective bubble on the front of the
machine. Protects the sensors by keeping a distance
set by the operator.

Useful to keep the drone at a fixed distance from a
wall to inspect it
Eliminates the risk of touching the edges of a pipe

YAW-LOCK
Aligns the drone at 90° angle from the surface to
inspect. Works also on curved walls and therefore
allows to inspect tanks without having to touch the
yaw axis. The pilot remains in control of the yaw at
all times, the drone will take over as soon as the
joystick returns to the middle.

ROOF
Keeps the drone at a set distance from any ceiling.
Especially useful in pipes to let the drone manage the
tracking of the slope
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_____________________________________

USING A DRON E IN A CONFINED ENVIRON MENT IS A TOUGH JOB.
B E T T E R U S E A M A C H I N E YO U C A N P U T YO U R T R U S T I N .
_____________________________________
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RECORDING IN 4K

The goal of any inspection is to get
the best possible data set. For this,
the Stereo2 carries a 4K camera.
Its fixed focus is factory set to
provide a sharp image that will not
be disturbed by any deposits on the
lens.
The iso setting is automatic in order
to simplify the pilot's work.
To adjust the exposure at close
range, simply adjust the power of the
on-board lighting system.
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12 000 LUMENS

The Stereo2 is equipped with a
lighting
system
tailored
for
inspections in confined areas.
The 6 LED panels are adjustable
from the remote control.
4 of them provide a uniform
illumination in the front half of the
drone, and 2 follow the camera
movements to provide the best
lighting
possible
for
close-up
inspections.
It is also possible to only use the
pannels from one side of the
machine to highlight the surface
imperfections by lighting effect.
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DUST MODE OFF

DUST MODE ON

FACING DUST

Industrial environments often come with a lot of dust. Once airborne, lifted
from surfaces by the movement of the propellers, an opaque cloud can
quickly take shape. The indirect lighting system of the Stereo2 allows it to
keep a perfect view of the environment in these conditions and allows the
pilot to easily complete his inspection.
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PHOTOGRAMMETRY

A 3D model gives you a new perspective on your inspection. Locating
defects is easier than sorting through hundreds of pictures or watching a
flight video.
Software such as Agisoft Metashape or Pix4D allow to create digital
replicas from the videos taken by Stereo2.
The use of flight logs can also facilitate the work of reconstruction software
by associating the samples to a precise place in space.

INSPECTION
Stereo 2

REPRODUCTION 3D
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Technical specification
AIRCRAFT
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AIRCRAFT
Configuration

Quadcopter

Noise level

80db(A)

Motors

1950kv motors x 4

Maximum speed

Slow
Medium

Autonomy

5 inches triblades
propellers x 4
3 inches pitch
12 minutes

Empty weight

1,98lbs - 900g

Takeoff weight

3.08lbs - 1400g

Propellers

Maximum diameter 15,35" - 39 cm
Hardware

Carbon, SLS

Operating
temperatures

-4°F to 104°F
-20°C to +40°C

Flight modes

Loiter / Altitude Hold

Fail safe

Auto land on radio
failsafe

Operating
frequencies

2 400 to 2 483 MHz

EMC

2.4ghz 20dbm (CE)
23dbm(FCC)

Stereo 2

High

1.60 ft/s
0.5 m/s
3.28 ft/s
1 m/s
4.92 ft/s
1.5 m/s

Maximum pitch
angle

15° loiter / alt-hold

Stabilization
sensors

Stéréoscopic
camera
6 multibeam
lidars

Protection rating

Splash and dust
resistant
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CAMERA

LIGHTING SYSTEM

Sensor

4K, Sony IMX117
1/2.3 inches 12MP

total power

12 000 lumens

Video format

MP4

Power per
panneau

2 000 lumens

Picture format

JPG

Control

4 modes available

Video recording
max resolution

3840/2160 - 30FPS
(4k)

Video streaming
resolution

1920/1080 - 30FPS
(HD)

Picture resolution

3840 / 2160 (4K)

FOV

170° diagonal
140° horizontal

Lens

1.9mm - hard focus

ISO

Automatic

File saving

MicroSD card
(on board the drone)
Class 10 minimum

Supported SD card 32-64GB(Suggested
capacities)
Supported format

FAT 32
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All - use all LED
panels
Dust - indirect
lighting. Use side
LED panels
Right/left - use
corresponding LED
panels
Distribution of the
illumination

Dust - 8000lm
illumination on 180°
without hot spot
All - 180° illumination
+ 4000lm 90° focus
Right/left - 4000lm
illumination on 90°
corresponding to the
chosen side

CAGE
Hardware

Carbon, rubber

Resistance

4,92 ft/s on flat
surface (1.5m/s)

Weight

0.23lbs - 105 g

Part replacment
average time

< 1 minute - no tools

STEREO 2 BATTERY
Capacity

5000mah

Type

LiPo

Nominal voltage

14.8v (4S)

Energy

74Wh

Charging time

1hour (1C)

Weight

1.05lbs - 480g

Operating
temperatures

-4°F à 104°F
-20°C à 40°C

Stereo 2
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Technical spécification

RADIO et ACCESSORIES
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RADIOCONTROLLER

TRANSPORT CASE

Operating
frequencies

2 400 to 2 483 MHz

Dimensions

26 / 20 / 15 "
67 / 50 / 38 cm

Norms

CE/SRRC/FCC/MIC

Weight

35lbs - 16 kg
(basic package)

EMC

2.4ghz 20dbm (CE)
23dbm(FCC)
5.8ghz 14dbm
Duplex

Compliances

Complies with IATA
regulations

Radio link

Size/weight
compatible with
checked luggage

Open space range 7.5 mi - 12 km (CE)
12 mi - 20 km (FCC)
Confined space
range

Up to 437yd
400m

Radiocontroller
dimensions

8,6 / 4 / 1.4 "
22 / 10,5 / 3,5 cm
(w/o antennas)
5,46’’, 16 million
colors, touch screen

Screen size
Weight

1.14lbs - 520g

Operating
temperature

-4°F à 104°F
-20°C to +40°C

Battery

LiPo 4950 mAh,
USB charging

Reception
sensitivity

-120 dBm

Reception mode

Diversity

AntennAs

1 Omnidirectionnal
1 directionnal

Stereo 2
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_____________________________________

I T I S AT T H E M O S T C R I T I C A L M O M E N T O F T H E I N S P E C T I O N ,
T H AT YO U M U S T B E A B L E T O R E LY 1 0 0 % O N YO U R M A C H I N E .
_____________________________________
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LABEL

QUANTITY

PACKAGE

PRICE
Exc. VAT

Drone

1

Drone batteries

3

Radio controller charger

1
Standard

9950 €

1

Optional

600 €

Additional drone battery

1

Optional

92 €

10 meters range extender

1

Optional

950 €

Additional remote screen

1

Optional

520 €

Fast batteries charger

1

Radiocontroller / screen

1

Flight case

1

One day training
In Multinnov’s facilities
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Multinnov
14 bis rue de l’Eglise
76460 Néville, France
+33 (0)9 70 93 78 37
drone-inspection@multinnov.com

WWW . MULTINNOV . COM / STEREO 2

